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Nature or Nurture?



Three Identical Strangers

• The goal of this unethical experiment was to determine if placing 

triplets in different home environments would impact their 

development



Animal Studies of Language

Washoe
Nim Chimpsky



Question?

• Was language learned from the environment
• Then a chimp could learn

• Was language uniquely human and genetic
• Then a chimp could not learn



Answer:

• 100% of both Nature and Nurture are required

• Gilbert Gottlieb’s probabilistic epigenesis 

• Genetics and Environment interact
• In a bi-directional manner

• Therefore, one’s genes and environment together
• Make us who we are



Remember Lamarck?



Well…………..

• Development

• Hormones

• Environment

• Genetic Factors

• Neurobiological makeup 
• ALL interact 

• Development includes how the environment triggers genetic information as 
well as how genes respond to environments
• If you have a baby with a slow to warm up temperament –you get the picture



How many of  you would say that you are 
neurodiverse?
• I have auditory processing disorder
• My phonology is weak to non-existant
• I am extremely uncoordinated

• Therefore, fingerspelling can be a challenge for me
• I learned to spell based on what words looked like in print
• In the air—I tend to struggle

• I was not learning to read
• My teacher taught my mother another way!

• It’s not so scary
• We can find alternative pathways
• Let’s look at one that is typical…….



The Cat in the Hat Study

Melanie Spence

Tony DeCasper



Babies prefer stories 

• If  fetuses are read a story before birth

• They prefer that story within 72 hours after birth

• They get stimulation both through the air and through the mother’s 
body



What about deaf infants?

• Deaf infants are highly visual

• Deaf moms with deaf babies note that they seek eye contact 
immediately

• They follow the gaze of adults earlier than do hearing children

• Visual attention getting strategies are effective



How to engage a deaf infant visually

• Clark, Galloza-Carrero, Keith, Tibbitt, Wolsey, & Zimmerman (2015)
• Wait until infant looks

• That becomes a turn and then you communicate

• Point to an object
• Gesturing
• Physical Touch

• Stoking
• Tapping

• Large wave
• Vibrating the floor of an object
• Flicking the lights
• Vocalizing when infant is looking



Importance of Eye Gaze

• Eye Gaze is between birth and 6 months
• It establishes synchrony between the infant and adults

• It establishes turn taking
• Baby smiles – parent signs or talks

• It is prior to language and babbling so it doesn’t matter about modality

• Establishes later joint attention 

• Basis for identifying statistical regularities in language



The importance of the babbling period

• Babbling begins about 6 months

• Continues until about 10 or 11 months

• This period is called the 

• perceptual window
• The infant is looking 

• and/or listening for language



Importance of that first year 
• During the babbling period

• All babies babble manually and vocally
• Deaf more manually

• Hearing more vocally

• Babies are seeking statistical regularities
• Looking for phonemes

• Spoken language

• Sign language

• End of the perceptual window now only recognize phonemes that they see or 
hear
• Kuhl (2004) showed that it is the statistical and prosodic patterns of language leads to 

discovery of phonemes and words



The effect of early language exposure

• Sign language is accessible

• Spoken language is not fully accessible
• Cochlear Implants typically are not active during the perceptual window

• These statistical regularities lead to the development of language 
areas
• Pénicaud et al. (2013) found that brain structures are the same

• Mayberry et al. (2011) found that brain functions are the same



What happens if you have later exposure?

• The brain is flexible
• This idea is called plastic

• It can find alternative strategies
• However, these strategies breakdown easier and require more effort

• But it is important to consider that early exposure leads to better 
later language acquisition
• Mayberry, Lock, & Kazmi (2002)

• Mayberry (2007)



Strong L1 leads to L2

• Mayberry (2007) if have early L1 – easier to learn L2

• Hassanzadeh (2012) – if deaf children start with sign language and 
then get a CI
• Their spoken language is better

• Hamilton (2017) – deaf 3 year olds who were not learning to speak 
obtained a Deaf mentor
• The child began to learn sign

• Then they began to speak

• Parents were surprised



So we should do bimodal bilingualism at 
identification—right?
• This research in the past two decades does suggest that bimodal 

bilingualism would be the best option

• It would set up the neuolinguistic structures
• It would provide the environment that allows optimal brain development
• Deaf infants would identify phonemes 
• Then they would move on to the higher levels of language including;

• Morphemes
• Lexicon (i.e., words)
• syntax

• Then deaf toddler could show us which language they preferred 

• Why don’t we do this?



Individual Model versus a Social Model

• Is the deaf infant needing to be fixed?
• Is the problem within the child?

• Do I need the child to function in the hearing world?
• Can deaf people function in this world without speech?

• Is the problem in society?
• Does the system/environment set up barriers?

• Can a deaf person succeed without speech?



Culture of Assessment

• Includes Bronfenbrenner’s Bioecological System theory

• 4 interacting and interlocking systems



Microsystem

• Microsystem—child and others in their environment

• How school, medical professionals, and early interventions interact with the 
family and their Deaf child 

• “I am so sorry” versus “Do you have a Deaf mentor to help you?”

• Does the ecology match the deaf infants biology?



Mesosystem

• Mesosystem—interconnections of the microsystems

• Advice from various professionals needs to be evaluated to determine how it 
impacts family decisions—i.e., audiologists, Deaf mentors, physician, friends 
and family 

• Child different or broken

• Do the ecologies of school, home, and society (and others like medical 
professionals) provide a supportive environment?



Exosystem

• Exosystem—social structures that do not include the child but 
influence them

• Media, government, and informal social networks influence on families and 
their Deaf child

• Websites – Hearing First, Infant Hearing, Healthy Hearing versus NAD or WFD

• How do others in the environment see the deaf child and what do they tell 
you that you should do?



Macrosystem

• Marosystem—cultural values and attitudes

• Attitudes and beliefs about being Deaf

• Child is fine and will lead a healthy life 

• Child needs hearing technology to be fixed

• What are the attitudes of others?

• Is society supportive of creating a matching ecology for the deaf 
infant/child/adult’s biology and cognition?



Who controls information?

• Being deaf is a low incidence issue
• A DEAF BABY! What do I do?

• You may freeze

• You are told to use hearing technologies only

• You may have never met a deaf adult
• And if you did could they be a MD?  A Lawyer? A faculty member?

• You want that perfect child 
• If they speak, they will do better in society

• How do these ideas permeate society?



Identification

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5ZqKMgXciU&t=37s

• Parents overwhelmed

• You may find websites that tell you that you have to choose one 
language
• If you sign, your child will never speak

• If you child doesn’t speak they will never learn to read

• HUM—really?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h5ZqKMgXciU&t=37s


Did you hear--

• You can have it all?

• https://www.mydeafchild.org

• Here you see that there are many options

• Sadly—most hearing parents do not get this information

https://www.mydeafchild.org/


Remember…….

• That the first year of life is the critical period for language acquisition

• This first year sets up the neurological foundations for…..
• Language acquisition

• Cognitive development

• Academic achievement

• Social emotional development

• Even identity 



Cognitive Ecology

• Hutchins (2010) focuses on the cognitive ecology
• Does it match the individual’s needs

• Remember “Everything is connected to everything else.” 

• What is an effective ecology for a deaf infant?
• A deaf child?

• A deaf adult?

• So Cognition is a biological phenomenon
• It the ecology matches – have effective development

• If the ecology does not match – have poor fits and limits on cognition



Examples of cognitive ecology

This an effective ecology for a deaf child?



Examples of ecology

This an effective ecology?



Visual Access

• Visual access opens the world

• Need world knowledge 

• Through spoken language in group situations often miss information 

• One-on-one with hearing technology and lip-reading can get most of the 
information
• However, when hearing conversational rules kick in—it is difficult to follow the 

conversation



Incidental learning

• What is incidental learning?
• Mom is upset---how do I know?

• We get it from “overhearing” 

• What about a deaf person?
• They need to ”oversee” information

• Dinner table syndrome
• Hall, Smth, Sutter, DeWindt, & Dye (2018) 



Why is this important?

• Incidental learning is related to:
• World Knowledge

• Knowledge about how the world works
• Knowledge of history
• Semantic knowledge

• In 1492………….

• Metacognition
• “thinking about thinking”
• Higher order thinking
• Control of cognitive processes
• Executive functioning

• Meek (2018) Experiences of Family Dinner Conversations in the Lives of 
Deaf Adults



Knowledge is also social cultural

• Life Scripts
• Think for a minute:

• You are having a baby and you know it will be a girl

• What do you plan for that child?

• What do you hope will happen in her life?

• These are generalized expectations of what will happen throughout your life



Native Signers

Hearing

• Begin Signing (Talking)

• College

• Go to School

• Have Children

• Marriage

• Own Birth

• Working World

Native Signer

• Community

• Discrimination

• Giving Back

• Identity

• Negative Technology

• Sports

Most of the overlapping were tagged with Deaf
Marry a Deaf Person
Have a Deaf Child



Oral Deaf—grew up using spoken language

• Hearing

• Begin Driving

• Begin School

• Begin Walking

• College

• Have Children

• Marriage

• Go to School

• Working World

Oral Deaf

• Advocacy*

• Identity*

• Discrimination/Barriers

• Bilingualism

• Speech Therapy

• Assistive Listening Devices

• Dating 

• Diagnosis

• Acceptance

• Bullying

• Graduation

* Overlap with Native Deaf



Impact of Passing

• Trying to be accepted in hearing world

• Leads to expectations that are negative

• Most life script events are positive

• Therefore, not interacting with people like me creates a mismatch in ecology



Difference not Deficit

• Deaf children are neurodiverse

• They are visual beings

• They have great potential IF SOCIETY provides them a matching 
ecology and does not limit them

• They WILL be different but wonderfully diverse


